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Discover how to get targeted traffic to any site for free... The people who know these secrets are quietly

siphoning off all the free traffic for themselves while everyone else who tries it is left with the scraps! Dear

Friend, Are you making money online yet? Do you have a website that is a like a ghost town while

everyone else gets traffic like Disney Land? Well traffic is the key to online success, even if you master

everything else then without a steady stream of targeted prospects visiting your site then you are still

going to starve. What if I told you there was a source of traffic rich for the taking that people plunder

everyday, a seam of traffic gold which people mine ruthlessly while everyone else who tries to use it just

hits stone? Look I bet you already know about using articles to drive traffic to your site, at least in the

traditional sense anyway, and youve probably tried submitting a few, only to get lousy results and give up.

Im here to end your article misery and allow you to tap straight into the heart of this incredible source of

traffic: Introducing Article Cannon Articles have been a solid source of traffic, links and reputation for

years, and the top article directories are going from strength to strength (as well as new ones popping up

all the time!). What does that tell you? It tells me that article marketing is just as hot now as in the past,

and that it is here to stay, oh sure videos are starting to get good traffic - but everyone and their dog can

create a video and stick it up on those sites, so your video instantly gets drowned by 50 others in 10

seconds and nobody ever finds it. Articles allow you to hardwire into the other persons head, as they are

reading YOUR article then they start to form opinions about you, they start to bond with you, they start to

see you as an expert, which means by the time they hit your resource box then they already think of you

as a person who can help them with the problems they have! That gives you superb quality, targeted

traffic, not just junk traffic in huge numbers like most people pose about nowadays, I dont care if you can

get 1000 visitors a day with some spammy technique and get lots of schoolchildren visiting your site, I

want targeted traffic that converts into sales, I want eyeballs that want to see what I have to offer, not just

figures to inflate my website stats so I can then turn around and sell people a course on how I got 1000

visitors a day with some crappy technique! Traffic is useless unless it is targeted and articles give you red

hot targeted traffic! Here is what you could be learning just minutes from now! The two totally different
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ways to get traffic with articles and how to craft the perfect article for each way... (most people just use

one way!) How to find out which day you need to submit on to get the maximum traffic in the shortest

amount of time. My 3 step system to getting articles ranked in the search engines and funneling traffic to

your site How to craft attention grabbing resource boxes that almost force people to click through to your

site! (mess this part up and you might as well give up) How to write about topics you know absolutely

nothing about in just minutes... The truth about spinning articles and how you should be doing it if you

really want the articles to be usable! The web 2.0 sites you can use to supercharge your article marketing

efforts How to write articles lightning fast and THEN how to increase your productivity by 50 as well... (this

is simple but brutally effective!) and so much more! Click Here To Order Now Imagine having an army of

articles out there in all the corners of the internet funneling streams of unstoppable traffic to your site...

Lets face it, getting traffic is hard, I have lost thousands on PPC, been scammed on PPV, Ive struggled

with SEO, and all the time I ignored the one source of traffic that has always reliably brought me traffic

and sales for just 10 minutes work, articles. Writing articles is not sexy, most of the time it is not even fun,

but if you want traffic then there are few better things you can do to get it. In fact I talk about how article

marketing can not only bring you direct traffic, but can also bring you endless free traffic from the search

engines as well! This leaves you free then to start a new site and repeat the process! While people are

spending hundreds of dollars a day testing things out in PPC, then you can quietly siphon off traffic they

would happily pay $1, $2, even $3 a click for, and you can do it for free! Not to mention that as your article

base grows then youll be getting traffic from old articles possibly for years to come! Not every article

sticks, in fact a lot will be duds, but with my system you can drastically cut down the failures and ramp up

the winners until you couldnt stop the flow of traffic unless you tore down your site! People are submitting

articles write now and taking traffic that could be yours! Think about it, if by reading this guide can get you

just 100 people to visit your site, do you think you could make one $27 commission off them to cover the

cost of this book? What about if you had 100 or 1000 articles out there following this method which pump

traffic to your sites? Would it be worth it? Im here to run a business so I cant just give the information

away for free, but then this priceless information could help you out so much that I dont want to price it

out of peoples reach, so $27 sounds fair to me, I get a fair pay for my work and you get your hands on

some of the best article marketing information around at a pittance of its true worth. Look at it this way --

$27 is really a painless drop in the bucket to be able to get your hands on the Article Cannon and start



using it right away to improve your business! If you want to profit from articles then you need Article

Cannon Are you going to put in the effort so you can reap the rewards? Or just keep chasing that elusive

secret technique which requires no work? Theres no doubt about it, writing articles takes time and effort,

but then anything that is worth it takes effort, people try and sell you secret systems everyday that require

no effort and promise to make you rich, but they never work that way do they? I am giving you a way to

get real traffic from real work, and make some real profits from it. P.S. Dont forget I shoulder ALL the risk

here, unless you are absolutely blown away by the information then you dont pay a penny - its as simple

as that! P.P.S Every second you dont have this information you are missing out as more and more people

submit article and drive traffic to THEIR sites - get your share now!
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